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STATE OF IOWA 

DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE 

IOWA UTILITIES BOARD 

 

 

IN RE: 

 

 

DAKOTA ACCESS, LLC 

 

 

DOCKET NO. HLP-2014-0001 

 

 

March 2, 2020 
 

Comes now, John Zakrasek, an intervenor in the original pipeline permit hearing, with the 

support of Cedar Rapids Sunrise, and files this response to the Dakota Access LLC (DAPL) 

request to increase the volume of oil shipped through their pipeline from 570,000 to 1.1 million 

barrels per day. 

 

A. Background 

Landowners voluntarily or because of the imposition of eminent domain, sold to DAPL the right 

to use their privately owned land to bury a pipeline to carry 450,000 to 570,000 barrels of oil per 

day through their property.  Landowners endured the disruption of construction as it tore through 

their land and tile, worried about how their land would recover in appearance and productivity 

and then, carried the nagging worry that there could one day be a leak that would devastate their 

land. 

B. DAPL Revenues Will Increase by an Estimated $1 Billion per Year 

Now DAPL is planning to move 1,100,000 barrels of oil per day through the pipeline.  If DAPL 

charges $5 a barrel1 to move oil through their pipeline, their revenue from the pipeline will 

increase by almost $1 billion per year over current revenue levels for moving 570,000 barrels per 

day.  Their only incremental, one-time costs will be installing pumping station modifications and 

                                                             
1 James Conca (26 April 2014). "Pick Your Poison For Crude -- Pipeline, Rail, Truck Or Boat". Forbes. 
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they will incur the ongoing cost for the few parts per million2 of the drag reducing additive that 

speeds the flow of oil through the pipeline. 

C. Public Health/Welfare Increasingly Eroded by the Fossil Fuel Driven Climate Crisis 

The IUB relied on a finding of public convenience and necessity to allow the original 

construction and operation of the pipeline, but in the nearly 6 years since DAPL applied for the 

pipeline permit, the destructive impacts of fossil fuel driven climate change have accelerated 

beyond the expectation of climate scientists.   Urgent action is needed, the researchers caution, 

“to avoid untold suffering due to the climate crisis.”  The study says countries should replace 

fossil fuels with renewable energy sources while also investing in technologies to extract carbon 

dioxide from the atmosphere.3 

D. Public and Private Organizations are Setting Firm Carbon Emission Reduction Goals 

Iowa must take action to avert the most severe consequences of climate change for its citizens.  

Floods, droughts, disease vectors and agricultural insect pests are all on the rise, and increasingly 

threaten the health and well-being of Iowans.  Linn County and the City of Cedar Rapids have 

adopted resolutions to achieve 45% reductions in carbon emissions from 2010 levels by 2030 

and net zero carbon emissions by 2050 in line with IPCC (Intergovernmental Panel on Climate 

Change) guidance.4  Major corporations like Delta5 and Amazon6 are making significant 

                                                             
2 AFFIDAVIT OF DR. HAMID BIDMUS, MICHAEL BEDNORZ, and JOHN GODFREY, Response to the 
Board’s Questions Regarding DRA, February 12, 2020, page 2. 
3 NBC News November 5, 2019: More than 11,000 scientists issue fresh warning: Earth faces a climate emergency.    
The report’s signatories include scientists from 153 countries, known together as the Alliance of World Scientists. 
4 Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, Summary for Policy Makers, Revised on January 2019 by the IPCC, 
Switzerland, Emission Pathways and System Transitions Consistent with 1.5°C Global Warming, C.1, page 14. 
5 We are committing $1 billion over the next 10 years on our journey to mitigate all emissions from our global 
business.  https://www.delta.com/us/en/about-delta/sustainability  
6 Amazon Co-founds The Climate Pledge, Setting Goal to Meet the Paris Agreement 10 Years Early 
September 19, 2019 at 11:15 AM EDT  Commits to net zero carbon by 2040 and 100% renewable energy by 2030.   Orders 

100,000 fully-electric delivery vehicles, the largest order ever for electric delivery vehicles.  Invests $100 million in reforestation 

projects around the world to begin removing carbon from the atmosphere now.  https://press.aboutamazon.com/news-
releases/news-release-details/amazon-co-founds-climate-pledge-setting-goal-meet-paris  
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commitments to reduce or eliminate their carbon emissions.  Microsoft7 intends to go further to 

achieve negative carbon emissions. 

E. Protect Public Health and Welfare by Requiring Carbon Emission Offsets 

Therefore, in order to protect the public health and welfare of Iowans and to maintain the finding 

of public necessity and convenience for the pipeline, the IUB must make shipment of additional 

volumes of oil contingent on a DAPL commitment, with its shippers, to verifiably off-set all the 

carbon emissions associated with the additional 530,000 barrels per day of oil it intends to ship 

through the pipeline. 

F. Extend Carbon Emission Offset Requirements to Existing Shipments 

 

In addition, the IUB must require DAPL, with its shippers, to meet the carbon reduction targets 

set by the IPCC8 for the existing shipments of 570,000 barrels per day.  In rough terms, that will 

require DAPL, each year, to either reduce oil shipments by approximately 5% of 570,000 barrels 

per day, or to purchase or produce carbon offsets that are equivalent to such reductions.  To 

address climate change, this approach must be applied to all oil moving through Iowa, regardless 

of the method of transport or the companies involved. 

G. Repurpose the Oil Pipeline as a HVDC Transmission Line Carrying Wind Energy 

Then, as an urgent next step, it is essential to move away from oil as completely as possible to 

address climate change.  The IUB must immediately begin work with all interested parties on a 

plan to vacate the pipeline by a date certain: as early as 2030, but no later than 2050 and to 

repurpose it as a transmission line to carry wind energy from the Dakotas and Iowa to the 

industrial and population centers along the way.  The DAPL pipeline route roughly follows high 

                                                             
7 Microsoft will be carbon negative by 2030.  Remove our historical carbon emissions by 2050.  Create a $1 billion 
climate innovation fund.  https://blogs.microsoft.com/blog/2020/01/16/microsoft-will-be-carbon-negative-by-2030/  
8 Intergovernmental Panel on Climage Change, Summary for Policy Makers, Revised on January 2019 by the IPCC, 
Switzerland, Emission Pathways and System Transitions Consistent with 1.5°C Global Warming, C.1, page 14. 
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voltage direct current transmission line routes previously before the IUB.  DAPL may have an 

opportunity to earn revenue from carrying clean, renewable electricity instead of abandoning or 

removing the pipeline. 

H. Hold Public Meetings to Allow Iowans to Participate in the Decision Making Process 

The IUB should broadly announce DAPL’s intentions to double the flow of oil through the 

pipeline and hold public meetings to allow all Iowans the opportunity to voice their concerns 

about the existing and planned operation of the pipeline, as climate change is a threat to all 

Iowans.  Iowans also deserve a say in how Iowa landowners should be compensated for the 

increased use of their land that will net DAPL an estimated additional $1 billion in revenue per 

year. 

I. If Approved with Carbon Offsets, Landowners Must Receive Additional Compensation 

DAPL is not a charity doing public works for the benefit of Iowa or the nation, nor are the Iowa 

landowners.  Both should benefit financially from products that are sold for profit on the global 

market as they both provide assets essential to move the oil.  If DAPL provides full, verifiable 

carbon off-sets and the higher oil volumes are approved, every landowner will then have their 

land put to a greater use and will bear a greater risk than that associated with the original 

easement granted across their land.  The increased use and risk merits a return as almost double 

the amount of oil is moved through their land.  The IUB should evaluate a one-time payment for 

the affected landowners equal to: the length of the pipeline through each landowner’s property 

divided by the length of the pipeline through the Dakotas, Iowa and Illinois multiplied by 50% or 

$500 million of the estimated incremental $1 billion in annual revenue.  That will help to 

compensate the landowners for the increased use of their land and risk to their land if the 

pipeline is allowed to carry 1,100,000 barrels per day.  The Iowa State and County governments 
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should also receive a share of the incremental revenue as they will also bear a share of the 

increased risk to the environment and people of Iowa. 

J. County Compensation Commissions to Ensure Just Payment to Landowners 

The County Compensation Commissions have responsibility for ensuring landowners are justly 

compensated for the use of their land by private companies.9  If the IUB decides to approve the 

increased flows of oil through the pipeline with the carbon offset contingencies, the IUB, through 

the County Compensation Commissions, should also make such approval contingent on just 

payments to the landowners whose private property is an essential part of the system used to 

move the oil. 

 

Respectfully submitted,  
/s/ John Zakrasek  

John Zakrasek 
531 Lawndale Dr. SE  
Cedar Rapids, IA 52403 
Telephone: (319) 270-5056  

john.zakrasek@q.com 

 
 
 

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
 
I hereby certify that on March 2, 2020, this document was automatically served electronically on all parties 
registered with the Electronic Filing System.  
 
Signature:  

/s/ John Zakrasek  
John Zakrasek 

 

                                                             
9 County Compensation Commissions determine just compensation for property rights taken by eminent domain and 
are appointed in landowner counties under Iowa Code Chapter 6B. 
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